
People Analytics - Human Resources
Analytics - Workforce Analytics
What we do here, in our community, is simple, yet not easy.  Our community collects and analyze data your
ecosystem make up including members of your organization in order to help you improve how your group
operates.

Simple, yet not easy
Have you ever asked yourself how can web ecommerce groups can know so much about you with so little access
to who you are?  Imagine then unlocking your your potential and motivate you to be the best version of yourself so
that you can better integrate who you are with your invironment.

The six steps we follow
When we meet, we ask a lot of questions
Of course, before we meet, we prepared ourselves by studying what you communicate via your web
site and RSS communications found on the internet
Once we met and got pretty much the answers to our questions, we prepare a survey.  The process
we follow is a step by step endeavour. Of course, this survey step is easier said than done.  We
always make sure to respect your culture, the confidentiality of our data collection, etc 
Once we cleaned the data we collected, we analyze it so that we can submit our discovery to the
stakeholders with the goal of building Key Perfomance Indicators (KPI)
The report we present to you and your organisation is shared in total confidentiality
The result is that you have  a report that is useful and practical for the actions you can take

That is above our secret source of sucess, making sure you succeed is our success

Interesting links
Governance Space
Desiderata
Your here
Enquiry
WelcomeToOurWorld

Return to the Governance Space

https://satoshi.yoga/Governance+Space
https://satoshi.yoga/Governance+Space
https://satoshi.yoga/Desiderata
https://satoshi.yoga/People+Analytics+-+Human+Resources+Analytics+-+Workforce+Analytics
https://satoshi.yoga/Enquiry
https://satoshi.yoga/WelcomeToOurWorld
https://satoshi.yoga/Governance+Space
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